The backtesting and optimisation of trading strategies has emerged as an interesting research and experimental problem in both finance and Information Technology (IT) fields. However, it is a non-trivial task to effectively and efficiently optimise trading strategies, not to mention the optimisation in the real-world situations. This paper discusses the application of evolutionary technologies (genetic algorithm in particular) to the optimisation of trading strategies. Experimental results show that this approach is promising. Due to the complexity involved in the optimisation process, we further present an agent-based system that can help users easily specify and execute optimisation jobs to their advantages.
Introduction
In financial literatures and trading houses, there are many technical trading strategies (Acar and Satchell, 2002) . A trading strategy (see also trading system) is a predefined set of rules to apply. In the stock market, a good trading strategy may make great profits while a bad one could result in disastrous losses. Therefore, it is critical for stock traders to find or tune trading strategies to maximise the profit and/or to minimise the risk. One of the means is to backtest and optimise trading strategies before they are deployed into the real market. The backtesting and optimisation of trading strategies is assumed to be rational with respect to repeatable market dynamics (Wikipedia, 2006) , and profitable in terms of searching and tuning an 'optimal' combination of parameters indicating higher likelihood of making good benefits. Consequently, the backtesting and optimisation of trading strategies has emerged as an interesting research and experimental problem in both finance (Park and Irwin, 2007; Sullivan et al., 1999) and IT (Kovalerchuk et al., 2000; Gavrilov et al., 2000; Nesbitt and Barrass, 2004; Zhang and Zhou, 2004; Lin and Cao, 2008) fields.
However, it is a non-trivial task to effectively and efficiently optimise trading strategies, not to mention the optimisation in the real-world situations. Challenges in trading strategy optimisation come from varying aspects, for instance, the dynamic market environment, comprehensive constraints, huge quantities of data, multiple attributes in a trading strategy, possibly multiple objectives to be achieved, etc. In practice, trading strategy optimisation tackling the above issues essentially is a problem of multi-attribute and multi-objective optimisation in constrained environment. The problem-solving inevitably involves high dimension searching, high frequency data stream, and constraints. In addition, there are some implementary issues surrounding trading strategy optimisation in market condition, for instance, sensitive and inconstant strategy performance subject to dynamic market, and complicated computational settings and development in data storage, access, preparation and system construction. The above issues in trading strategy optimisation are challenging, practical and very time consuming.
To deal with the above issues, a few data mining approaches (Zhang and Zhou, 2004; Deboeck, 1994) , in particular, genetic algorithms (Chen, 2002; Davis, 1991; Goldberg, 1989; Lin and Cao, 2008) based evolutionary computing has been explored to optimise trading strategies. Evolutionary computing is used because it is good at high dimension reduction, and generating global optimal or sub-optimal solutions in a very efficient manner. The existing research has mainly focused on extracting interesting trading patterns of statistical significance (Gavrilov et al., 2000) , demonstrating and pushing the use of specific data mining algorithms (Zhang and Zhou, 2004; Deboeck, 1994) . Unfortunately, real-world market organisational factors and constraints (Madhavan, 2000) , which form inseparable constituents of trading strategy optimisation, have not been paid sufficient attention to. As a result, many interesting trading strategies are found, while few of them are dependable in the market. The gap between the academic findings and business expectations (Ali and Wallace, 1997) comes from a few reasons, such as the over-simplification of optimisation environment and evaluation fitness. In a word, actionable optimisation of trading strategies should be conducted in market environment and satisfy trader's expectations.
In addition, technical trading strategy optimisation in market environment is essentially a process rather than a one-off action. This may involve accessing, storing, pre-processing and mining huge quantities of stock data stream. It is also difficult for non-IT professionals such as traders and investors to interact with data, algorithms and systems iteratively. Unfortunately, no work has been on providing a comprehensive analysis and processing of trading strategy optimisation, which consist of problem definition, data storage and pre-processing, parameter tuning, computational efficiency, and system implementation, etc.
This paper tries to solve this optimisation problem with the help of evovlutionary technologies and multi-agent systems. The rest of the paper is organised as follows. First of all, Section 2 presents the problem definition in terms of considering not only attributes enclosed in the optimisation algorithms and trading strategies, but also constraints in the target market where the strategy to be identified and used. Next, Section 3 explains in detail how genetic algorithm can be applied to the optimisation of trading strategies and shows experimental results with discussions and refinements. Afterwards, Section 4 presents a multi-agent system that can help users easily deal with their data mining jobs on stock data. Finally, Section 5 concludes this work.
Trading strategy optimisation

Problem definition
In market investment, traders always pursuit a 'best' or 'appropriate' combination of purchase timing, position, pricing, sizing and objects to be traded under certain business situations and interest driving forces. Data mining in finance may identify not only such trading signals, but also patterns indicating either iterative or repeatable occurrences. The mined findings present trading strategies to support investment decisions in the market.
Definition:
A trading strategy actually represents a set of individual instances, the trading strategy set Ω is a tuple defined as follows.
where r 1 to r m are instantiated individual trading strategy, each of them is represented by instantiated parameters of t, b, p, v and an instrument i to be traded; With the consideration of environment complexities and trader's favourite, the optimisation of trading strategies is to search an 'appropriate' combination set Ω in the whole trading strategy candidate set Ω, in order to achieve both user-preferred technical (tech_int()) and business (biz_int()) interestingness in an 'optimal' or 'sub-optimal' manner. Here 'optimal' refers to the maximal or minimal (in some cases, smaller is better) values of technical and business interestingness metrics under certain market conditions and user preferences. In some situations, it is impossible or too costly to obtain 'optimal' results. For such cases, a certain level of 'sub-optimal' results are also acceptable. Therefore, the sub-set Ω indicates 'appropriate' parameters of trading strategies that can support a trading participant a (a ∈ A, A is market participant set) to take actions to his or her advantages. As a result, in some sense, trading strategy optimisation is to extract actionable strategies with multiple attributes towards multiobjective optimisation (Freitas, 2004) in a constrained market environment.
Definition: An optimal and actionable trading strategy set Ω is to achieve the following objectives:
while satisfying the following conditions:
where tech_int() and biz_int() are general technical and business interestingness metrics, respectively. As the main optimisation objectives of identifying 'appropriate' trading strategies, the performance of trading strategies and their actionable capability are encouraged to satisfy expected technical interestingness and business expectations under multi-attribute constraints. In formulas (2), we onsly show the maximal situations of objective optimisation. As we have pointed out, it could be in a minimal situation. The ideal aim of actionable trading strategy discovery is to identify trading patterns and signals, in terms of certain background market microstructure and dynamics, so that they can assist traders in taking right actions at right time with right price and volume on right instruments. As a result of trading decisions directed by the identified evidence, benefits are maximised while costs are minimised. For instance, the very common trading strategy Moving Average (see Section 3.1) actually is a function of attributes trading price, start date/time, and the size of sliding window for calculating the average. In market trading, the moving average can be formulated into many different forms of trading strategies, for instance, some MA(x, y) or MA (x, y, z) . On the other hand, a general model of moving average-based trading strategy can be parameterised into various instances. For example, MA(x, y) may be replaced by MA(5, 20) and MA(13, 26) .
The task of optimising a moving average based strategy, say MA(x, y), is to search appropriate x and y to reach the best of the expected business performance. This effort generates a subset of moving average strategies of the general model.
Constrained optimisation environment
Typically, actionable trading strategy optimisation must be based on a good understanding of organisational factors hidden in the mined market and data.
Otherwise it is not possible to accurately evaluate the dependable capability of the identified trading strategies. The actionable capability of optimised trading strategies is highly dependent on the mining environment where the trading strategy is extracted and applied. In real-world actionable trading strategy extraction, underlying environment is more or less constrained. Constraints may be broadly embodied in terms of data, domain, interestingness and deployment aspects. Here we attempt to explain domain and deployment constraints surrounding actionable trading strategy discovery.
Market organisation factors (Madhavan, 2000) relevant to trading strategy discovery consist of the following fundamental entities: M = {I, A, O, T, R, E}. Table 1 briefly explains these entities and their impact on trading strategy actionability. In particular, the entity O = { (t, b, p, v) 
represented by attributes T , B, P and V , which are attributes of trading strategy set Ω. The elements in M form the constrained market environment of trading strategy optimisation. In the strategy and system design of trading strategy optimisation, we need to give proper consideration of these factors. They determine pattern validity of on order execution defined by exchange discovered trading strategies when deployed
Execution system E, e.g., a trading It limits pattern type and deployment engine is order-driven or quote-driven manner after migrated to a real trading system
In practice, any particular actionable trading strategy needs to be identified in an instantiated market niche m (m ∈ M ) enclosing the above organisation factors. This market niche specifies particular constraints, which are embodied through the elements in Ω and M , on trading strategy definition, representation, parameterisation, searching, evaluation and deployment. The consideration of specific market niche in trading strategy extraction can narrow search space and strategy space in trading strategy optimisation. In addition, there are other constraints such as data constraints D that are not addressed here for limited space. Comprehensive constraints greatly impact the development and performance of extracting trading strategies. Constraints surrounding the development and performance of actionable trading strategy set Ω in a particular market data set form a constraint set:
where δ k i stands for the kth constraint attribute of a constraint type c i , C = {M, D} is a constraint type set covering all types of constraints in market microstructure M and data D in the searching niche, and N i is the number of constraint attributes for a specific type c i .
Correspondingly, actionable trading strategy set Ω is a conditional function of Σ, which is described as
where ω is an 'optimal' trading pattern instance, and δ indicates specific constraints on the discovered pattern that is recommended to a trading agent a.
Let's explain this through the illustration of Moving Average-based trading strategies again. For the trading strategy MA(l), let it be deployed to trade in the order-driven Australian Securities eXchange (ASX) market by a broker. The staff instantiates it into a form of MA (5), which is a five-transaction moving average, and set a benchmark τ = AU$25.890 in trading BHP (BHP Billiton Limited) on 24 January, 2007. In this situation, he or she believes the instantiated trading strategy is one of most dependable MA(l). Here M is instantiated into {stock, broker, market order, continuous session, order-driven}. In the following section, we will discuss how genetic algorithms can play a role in working out an appropriate parameter combination such as {l, start date, τ} to profitably trade a given stock in a specific constrained market.
Optimisation with GA
In this section, we first describe in detail one type of classical strategies based on moving average in order to illustrate how technical trading strategies work. Afterwards, we will discuss how to use Genetic Algorithms (GA) to optimise trading strategies. In particular, we will explain how GAs can be fine tuned for this specific optimisation problem. The result is then applied to the Australian stock market to examine its effectiveness.
Moving Average strategies
A Moving Average (MA) is simply an average of current and past prices over a specified period of time. An MA of length l at time t is calculated as
where P t−i is the price at time t − i. Various trading strategies can be formulated based on MA. A simple MA strategy (denoted by MA(l)) compares the current price P t to its MA M t . If P t rises above M t , the security is bought and held until the price falls below MA at which time the security is sold. Mathematically, the signal S t is calculated as
and
otherwise (5) where k and n are arbitrary positive integers, 1 means 'buy', −1 means 'sell', and 0 means 'hold' or 'no action'. A filtered MA strategy (denoted by MA(l, θ)) is more conservative than a simple MA in that it only takes action when P t rises above (or falls below) M t by more than a certain percentage θ. The signal S t is given by
A double MA strategy (denoted by MA(l 1 , l 2 )) compares two MAs with different lengths l 1 and l 2 where l 1 < l 2 . If M t (l 1 ) rises above M t (l 2 ), the security is bought and held until M t (l 1 ) falls below M t (l 2 ). The signal S t is given by
otherwise.
(7) Figure 1 shows an example of double MA strategy, where l 1 = 3, l 2 = 13, and the upward arrows indicate 'buy' signals, and downward arrows indicate 'sell' signals.
A double MA strategy can also be filtered by adding the percentage requirement for triggering actions. The next subsection will use such an filtered double MA strategy as example for the illustration of optimisation with genetic algorithm. It should be noted that the values of l, l 1 , l 2 and θ in the above equations are not fixed. They are usually selected by experience or experiments.
MA strategies give one 'sell' signal after one 'buy' signal and vice versa. There are no consecutive 'buy' signals nor consecutive 'sell' signals. However, other trading strategies, such as those explained in the next sub sections, may give consecutive 'buy' or 'sell' signals.
The signal S t indicates only the time when an action (buy or sell) should be taken. However, a trading strategy also has to specify the volume V (or quantity) to be traded when a signal is triggered. Again, there is no established rule to determine V . One strategy may specify a fixed V , while another strategy may increase/decrease V step by step. For example, one trading strategy says "when adding to a trade, add only 
Optimisation with Genetic Algorithm
GAs have been widely investigated and applied in many areas since it was developed by Holland (1975) .
The GA procedure can be outlined as follows:
1 create an initial population of candidates 2 evaluate the performance of each candidate 4 perform crossover and mutation 5 evaluate the performance of the new candidates 6 stop if a termination criterion is met, otherwise go back to step 3.
To implement a GA, one has to decide several main issues: encoding, population size, selection, crossover and mutation operators, etc. In this subsection, we discuss how they are properly set for the optimisation of the MA trading strategy.
Encoding and search space
Encoding of chromosomes is the first question to ask when starting to solve a problem with GA. It depends on the problem heavily. The parameters can not take arbitrary values. Instead, they are limited by various constraints. Firstly, the type and value range are constrained by their domain specific meaning and relationship. Secondly, for practical reasons, we limit the value ranges to define a reasonable search space. Further, we also limit the precision of real values since overly high precision is meaningless for this problem. Table 2 lists the parameters and their constraints for the MA trading strategy we test, where 'I' means an integer and 'R' means a real number. 
Population size
The population size defines how many chromosomes are in population (in one generation). Theoretically, if there are too few chromosomes, GA have few possibilities to perform crossover and only a small part of search space is explored. On the other hand, if there are too many chromosomes, GA slows down. Research shows that after some limit (which depends mainly on encoding and the problem) it is not useful to use very large populations because it does not solve the problem faster than moderate sized populations.
We test different values of population size from 4 to 120 with a step of 4. For each population size, GA is executed 10 times and the average fitness value and execution time are shown in Figure 2 . The result is in accordance with the expectation. The execution time increases constantly in proportion to the population size, while there is little or no improvement to the fitness after the population size goes above 40. As a result, the population size is set to 40 in the following experiments about crossover rate and mutation rate.
Crossover
Each trading strategy may have different number of parameters, therefore the chromosome lengths are not fixed. To make our crossover method useful for different 2. Randomly select one parameter x from 1 . . . n, and a random number β from (0, 1).
4. Calculate 2 children:
5. Check if the children satisfy all constraints. If not, go back to Step 2; repeat until two valid children are obtained.
The GA parameter crossover rate defines how often crossover will be performed. If there is no crossover, offspring are exact copies of parents. If there is crossover, offspring are made from parts of both parent's chromosome. If crossover rate is 100%, then all offspring are made by crossover. If it is 0%, whole new generation is made from exact copies of chromosomes from old population.
We test different values of crossover rate from 0 to 1 with a step of 0.01. For each crossover rate, GA is executed 10 times and the average fitness value and execution time are shown in Figure 3 . It can be seen that the business performance (in terms of the final wealth) of this GA does not rely much on the exact crossover rate value. A larger crossover rate usually gives better business performance but the improvement is not significant, especially when the execution time is taken into consideration. For the simple trading strategies tested in the work, the overhead execution time resulted from the crossover operation is quite prominent. Consequently, when the execution time is not a problem (e.g., when computation resources are abundant), a large crossover rate is preferred for better business performance, but if the execution time is stringent, a small crossover rate may be a good choice as it would not heavily degrade the business performance. In the next section, a crossover rate of 0.8 is used in the test of mutation rate. 
Mutation
The GA parameter mutation rate defines how often parts of chromosome will be mutated. If there is no mutation, offspring are generated immediately after crossover (or directly copied) without any change. If mutation is performed, one or more parts of a chromosome are changed. If mutation rate is 100%, whole chromosome is changed, if it is 0%, nothing is changed.
Mutation generally prevents the GA from falling into local extremes. Mutation should not occur very often, because then GA will in fact change to random search.
In our experiment, the disturbance mutation method is used. That is to say, one parameter is randomly selected and replaced with a random value (subject to its constraint). Again, this method is independent of the number of parameters and thus can be applied to various trading strategies.
We test different values of mutation rate from 0 to 0.90 with a step of 0.01. For each mutation rate, GA is executed 10 times and the average fitness value and execution time are shown in Figure 4 . It turns out that mutation rate is almost irrelevant in this problem. Neither the business performance nor the execution time is evidently affected by mutation rate. 
Evaluation history vs. evaluation time
The most time consuming task in a GA is the evaluation of fitness function for each chromosome in every generation. During the evolution of a GA, there may be identical chromosomes in different generations. There are two methods to deal with these repeatedly appeared chromosomes. One is to evaluate every chromosome regardless of whether it has been evaluated in previous generations, the other is to keep a history of fitness values of all the chromosomes that have been evaluated since the GA starts and re-use the fitness value when a chromosome re-appears in a new generation. The latter method requires more memory to store the evaluation history and extra time to search the history but may save the total execution time by reducing the number of evaluations, especially when the trading strategy is complicated and the evaluation time is long. Figure 5 shows the total execution time with respect to the evaluation time of one chromosome in two modes: with and without evaluation history. The use of evaluation history generally saves the total execution time by about 25-30% in our test. 
Application and refinement
In the previous subsection we have discussed how to make GAs work more efficiently and effectively for the optimisation of trading strategies. These discussions are mainly related to the improvement of technical performance. This subsection tries to apply all the knowledge learned so far to the real market to test the business performance of the optimised trading strategies. Further refinements are also introduced to boost the business performance.
Empirical studies in the ASX market
As a first step to study the business performance of the optimised trading strategies, we carry out a series of experiments with historical data. The experiment settings and results are discussed below.
We carry out our experiments over the historical daily data of 32 securities and 4 indices traded on the Australian Securities eXchange (ASX). The filtered double MA strategy has been explained in detail in Section 3.1. The details of the other four trading strategies are not discussed here. Interested readers can refer to Ashcon (2006) and Stockcharts (2006) for further information. The typical settings of various trading strategies are also obtained from (Ashcon, 2006) . Besides, the simple buy-and-hold strategy (BH) is also tested for comparison purpose.
During the experiments, the trading strategies are always applied to a security/index with an initial capital of AU$ 10,000 for a security or AU$ 1,000,000 for an index. A transaction cost of 0.2% of the traded value is charged for each trade (buy or sale).
Four tests have been designed to evaluate the effectiveness of GA. The data are divided into in-sample and out-of-sample data. The period of in-sample data comprises two years (1997 and 1998) , while the period of out-of-sample data comprises of seven years (from 1999 to 2005) . To compare the various trading strategies, we are only concerned about the profit over the out-of-sample period.
Test 1 applies the five trading strategies with typical settings over the out-of-sample data. It shows the performance of the trading strategies with a typical fixed setting. These settings are usually given by professionals or set default by some trading tools. In our work, the typical settings of various trading strategies are obtained from Ashcon (2006) . Test 2 applies GA over the out-of-sample data to see the maximal profits that various trading strategies might achieve. These are only theoretical values since the optimal settings can only be found out when the historical data are available. No one knows them beforehand and therefore can not trade with these optimal settings in a real market.
Test 3 applies GA over the in-sample data to find the best parameters for the in-sample period and then apply these parameters to the out-of-sample data. This kind of usage reflects exactly how backtesting is used in reality, that is, finding the strategies or parameters that worked well in the past data and applying them to the future market, with the hope that they will keep working well.
Test 4 is a modified version of Test 3. Here, the in-sample data and out-of-sample data are no longer fixed as mentioned at the beginning of this sub section. Instead, we repeatedly use two years' data as the in-sample data and the following year's data as the out-of-sample data. Again, we find the best parameters for the in-sample periods and then apply them to the corresponding out-of-sample data.
The other five trading strategies, namely, MA, CBO, BB, RSI and KD, all go through the four tests described above. For Test 1, each trading strategy is executed once for each security/index. For Tests 2-4, every pair of trading strategy and security/index is tested for 30 times and the average result of these 30 tests is used to measure the business performance of the optimised trading strategy applied to the security/index. Table 3 is a comparison table of the performance of various trading strategies in the above-mentioned tests, where P i > P BH , i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} means the performance of the relevant strategy in Test i is better than the performance of the BH strategy, First of all, the performance of the typical settings (Test 1) are rather poor. For very few securities, the typical settings can beat the BH strategy. It suggests nothing else than that we can not rely on the typical settings given by the professional traders or the trading software. Secondly, for some securities, even when the trading strategies are optimised (Test 2), they still can not beat the BH strategy. This usually happens for securities whose prices rise stably. Given that GA executes pretty fast, it can help rule out these fruitless trading strategies for such securities quickly.
Thirdly, although Test 2 shows that in most cases the optimised trading strategies are better than the BH strategy, the results of Tests 3 and 4 show that it is practically not achievable. The optimal parameter settings can only be calculated after the trading data are available, which means there is no chance to trade with such optimised trading strategies. Theoretically, there is an optimal setting, while practically it does not exist beforehand.
Fourthly, for a large portion of the tested securities, the optimised trading strategies (Tests 3 and 4) work better than those with typical settings (Test 1). This means that our optimisation is able to provide some performance improvement.
Lastly, there is no apparent difference between the result of Test 3 and that of Test 4. The change of the lengths of in-sample and out-of-sample periods show no effect in this experiment.
Business performance stabilisation
One big problem that emerges from the experiment results of Section 3.3.1 is that the trading strategies optimised during the in-sample period do not work well for the out-of-sample period. This results in that the trading strategies performs worse than the BH strategy for most of the securities in Tests 3 and 4.
This problem comes from the fact that we try to find the parameter settings that give the best business performance for the in-sample period without considering any other factors such as stability. As a result, the best parameter setting found by the optimisation algorithm may get over optimised and is so fragile that any small disturbance to the trading data may result in a big performance degradation. When it is applied to the out-of-sample period, as the market conditions evolve as time goes on, it is very hard for this ex-optimal parameter setting to continue its performance. Obviously, this is not desirable. The question is whether it is possible to find a parameter setting that works well for the in-sample period and also works well for the out-of-sample period.
In this work, we try to answer this question with a stabilised GA which finds a stable parameter setting instead of the fragile optimal parameter setting. We achieve this by adjusting the fitness function of the GA. Besides the final total wealth, we also take it into consideration whether the final total wealth is resilient to the disturbance of parameters. The new fitness function is calculated as follows:
• let the parameter setting to be evaluated be P = (p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p n )
• calculate 2n new parameter settings which are disturbed versions of P :
where i = 1, 2, . . . , n, and δ is a disturbance factor
• calculate the final total wealth for P ,
. . , n; j = 1, 2}
• let the initial wealth be C
• calculate fitness value
This new fitness function depends on two factors: the absolute business performance and its resilience to parameter disturbance. The expectation is that such a fitness function will guide GA to find parameter settings with stable high business performance. To check the effect of this fitness function, we again carry out Tests 3 and 4 over the 36 securities/indices as described in Section 3.3.1. These two tests with new fitness functions are denoted by Test 3 * and 4 * , respectively. Table 4 shows the comparison between Test i * and Test i (i = 3, 4). Although the effect on Test 3 is chaotic, the effect on Test 4 is promising with the business performance of Test 4 * equal to or better than that of Test 4 for all five trading strategies. Further calculation shows that in average the business performance of Test 4 * is 1.1% better than that of Test 4 for each pair of trading strategy and security, while the business performance of Test 3 * is 0.46% worse than that of Test 3.
The different effects of the new fitness function on Tests 3 and 4 may result from the different in-sample/out-of-sample lengths. In Test 3, the length of the out-of-sample period is seven year, which is too long compared with the two years' in-sample length, and no optimal parameter settings can keep working well for such a long period. However, in Test 4, the out-of-sample length is only one year for each two year's insample period, and the stability of the parameter setting can be kept much better for the out-of-sample period. 
Agent-based optimisation system
This paper has so far discussed how to make GAs work more efficiently and effectively for the optimisation of trading strategies and illustrated the effects with empirical experiments in the ASX market. It looks nice and promising. However, it is very difficult for a normal trader or researcher to apply these optimisation techniques to the data on his own due to the complexity involved in the whole optimisation process. GAs, as all other data mining techniques, are very complicated. It is not easy to implement or use them. This section presents a Multi-Agent System (MAS) (Wooldridge, 2002) that can help users easily deal with their data mining jobs on stock data. This MAS offers an easy-to-use solution to manage data sources and data mining algorithms based on which data mining tasks can be defined and executed. Although we talk about data mining techniques in general in the following, it is natural that the MAS can help the evolutionary optimisation of trading strategies because GA is nothing else than one kind of data mining technique. Figure 6 shows the architectural diagram of the proposed MAS. It is formed by several types of cooperating agents: Data Source Agents (DSA), Data Mining Agents (DMA), User Agents (UA) and a Coordinator Agent (CA). It should be noted that UAs can directly communicate with DSAs and DMAs once they are properly located, but such communications are not shown in the figure in order to keep the figure clear. These agent types are described below in detail.
System architecture
Data Source Agents
DSA basically manages some stock data and provides the data to other agents in proper formats. The stock data could be stored in various formats and at different locations. The DSA is responsible to hide the underlying details and provide a unified data accessing interface to other agents. The services a DSA offers could be described by several aspects including
• available data
• the format(s) in which the DSA provides data. A DSA may obtain data from multiple data sources and provides all those data in a single format. On the other hand, different DSAs may also obtain data from a single data source and provide the data in different formats.
The stock data can be roughly categorised into two types: daily data and intraday data. Daily data usually include volume, open price, close price, highest price and lowest price. Daily data may also include other aggregation data such as Volume Weighted Average Price (VWAP), etc. There may also be other information such as dividend. Intraday data may include the following details:
• the time, price and volume of every single trade
• the market depth at any time during the day
• the details of every order and its amendment, cancellation or execution, etc.
There may also be other information such as the identity of the initiator of every order, etc.
A data source may contain data for a few securities in a single market for a limited time range. Another data source may contain data for multiple markets for different time ranges. Therefore, when disclosing the available data to the outside world, a DSA must provide a data specification which clearly describes all these attributes: market, security list, time range, data type, and data fields. Because there are usually thousands of securities traded in one market, it is inefficient to provide such a long list of all the securities to other agents, therefore the information about the availability of a specific security is only provided on demand.
A DSA may provide multiple data specifications when it has more than one sets of stock data.
The output format of a DSA can be CSV, XML or other binary formats such as FAV developed by SMARTS (www.smarts.com.au). A DSA may provide data in one or multiple output formats. We currently use the CSV format because of its simplicity, and use zlib (www.zlib.net) to compress the data for remote access in order to reduce the network bandwidth.
In order to be known by other agents, a DSA must register itself at the coordinator agent. The required information for a valid registration includes (but is not limited to) its name, location, available data and its output format(s).
Data Mining Agents
Data Mining Agents (DMA) carry out the real mining work in our MAS. A DMA performs a specific data mining task such as searching for frequent patterns or relationship among multiple securities, etc. When a DMA receives a job specification given by a user, it will acquire relevant data from DSA(s), perform the mining work, and return the mining result to the coordinator agent for later use. If a DSA is designated in the job specification, it will directly consult that DSA for data. If the designated DSA fails to reply, or if no DSA is designated, it will consult the coordinator agent to find the DSA(s) with the relevant data.
A DMA must also register itself at the coordinator agent in order to be addressed by other agents. The required information for a valid registration includes (but is not limited to) its name, location, function description, data requirements and its output format. For example, a DMA searching for frequent patterns may require at least two year's daily data for a single security in order to perform its data mining work and return a table listing all the frequent patterns it finds in XML format.
User Agents
A UA is an interface agent that interact with a user via a web interface. It helps the user with two sets of functionalities. The first set is the management of DSAs and DMAs. This set is used by system administrators or developers. The other set is used by normal users to define their specific data mining tasks and view results. Of course, if a normal user has the knowledge, he can also make use of the first set of functionalities to manage his own DSAs and DMAs.
DSAs and DMAs are plugged into the MAS incrementally. For the system to work, only one DSA and one DMA are necessary, but then the MAS is only able to do one type of data mining job over one data set. When more DSAs and DMAs are available, they can be added into the system through the web interface to enhance its capability.
To define a specific data mining task, a user only has to select a DMA from the available DMAs in the system, and then specify the data sets to which he would like to apply the data mining method. The data sets can be specified by choosing from the list obtained from a particular DSA, or by entering such information as market, security, time range, etc., without referring to any particular DSA. According to his selection, a new data mining job specification is created and sent to the right DMA for execution. As a data mining task usually takes a long time, the user may provide an e-mail address in order to receive a notification when the job is finished. As an alternative, the user is also given a job number when he submits the job, and he can come back anytime later to query the status of the job by specifying the job number. When the job is finished, he will be able to view the results online.
A UA performs all the above functions by cooperating with the other agents, e.g., getting the list of available DMAs and DSAs from the coordinator agent, getting a list of available data from any DSA, and sending job specifications to the right DMA, etc.
Coordinator Agent
The CA plays an important role in the MAS by coordinating the operations of all the other agents. It serves not only as a Directory Facilitator (DF) but also a manager of all user-specified data mining jobs by performing the following tasks:
• it keeps a record of all the DSAs and DMAs
• it facilitates DMAs to find the DSAs with required data
• it offers UAs the list of available DMAs and DSAs so that a user can select from the list to define his specific data mining job
• it keeps a record of all the user specified data mining jobs
• when a data mining job is finished, it saves the result from a DMA and informs the user who initiated that job
• it provides the status or result of any job to UAs to be displayed to users.
Use cases
In this section, we discuss the system analysis and design of the agent-based trading strategy optimisation system. There are many methodologies and modelling techniques available for Agent-Oriented Software Engineering (AOSE) of multi-agent systems, for instance, GAIA (Zambonelli et al., 2003) , TROPOS (Giunchiglia et al., 2001 ). In our group, the OSOAD (Cao et al., 2005a (Cao et al., , 2005b has been proposed, which extends and integrates many of existing AOSE techniques. In particular, we try to combine agent-based computing with service-oriented computing (Erl, 2004) , and build agent service oriented system analysis and design for building this system (Ni et al., 2006) . Basic concepts of AOSE include actors, roles of actors, rules and goals. In addition, many concepts, for instance, norms and environment, have been developed to model organisational and social behaviours of agents in the interaction and coordination process. In particular, interaction is an inherent mechanism and character of multi-agent systems. More work may also be on scenarios analysis in modelling an agent-based system, which is helpful for refining modelling and resolving conflicts.
To illustrate the modelling of agent-based trading strategy optimisation, the following lines show the goal model of an agent looking after the registration of data mining algorithms.
One of the key goals of a User Agent A_AlgoRegister in the agent-based trading strategy optimisation is G_RegisterAlgo, which is to support traders and data miners to register their self-defined trading strategies and algorithms into the system. G_RegisterAlgo is modelled in terms of cooperated agents and services as follows.
Correspondingly, one of the roles of the agent A_AlgoRegister is to plug in an algorithm into the system, which is named as R_PluginPerson. The following lines model such a role.
In the above codes, there are some protocols involved in the executing the role. The following illustrates the modelling of a protocol.
Discussions
With the MAS discussed above, it is very easy to specify and execute an optimisation job for the MA strategy mentioned in Section 3. The user only has to select the appropriate DMA (optimising the moving average lengths in this case) from the system, and specify the security and time range against which he would like to optimise the strategy. Then the system could automatically generate the job specification and activate proper agents to mine the stock data. The user will be informed of the result (the best l 1 and l 2 for the specified security) when the job is finished.
However, there is an assumption in the previous paragraph, i.e., there is a DMA in the system that meets the user's data mining requirement. In other words, with the proposed MAS, what the user can mine is limited by the available DMAs. This is the price paid for the ease of use. In a research team, this limitation may be alleviated by the contributions from all participating researchers. However, most individual users could only rely on the DMAs provided by the system out of the box. As a result, for the MAS to be successful, it has to offer a large number of DMAs that meet average users' normal needs.
Conclusions
This paper presents the trading strategy optimisation problem in detail and discusses how evolutionary algorithms (genetic algorithms in particular) can be effectively and efficiently applied to this optimisation problem. Furthermore, an agent-based system is proposed for easy specification and execution of optimisation jobs by normal users.
Future work will focus on the exploration of solutions with more stable performance during the out-of-sample period. Section 3.3.2 presents some elementary effort in this area, however, the result is too weak to be really useful.
